Introduction Program, Research master programmes
Cognitive Neuropsychology, Clinical and Developmental Psychopathology, Social Psychology
Thursday August 31, 2017

9.30 – 10.00 Arrival at Spui*, and welcome by Prof. Erik Scherder, who will treat you to a cup of coffee or tea at café Luxembourg

10.00 – 11.30 guided tour of Amsterdam**, for students from all three Research Master programmes

11.30-12.15 return to VU University Amsterdam

12.30 – 14.00 Lunch (location to be announced later)

After lunch splitting up: ReMa Social Psychology to room BV 0H-19
ReMa Cognitive Neuropsychology to room BV 1H-24
ReMa Clinical and Developmental Psychopathology to room BV 0H-21

±14.00 - 15.30 Welcome, introduction to the program, practical information, Program coordinators, some staff

15.30 - 16.30 tour of the VU campus, guided by 2nd year students / PhD students

16.30- 18.30 Social get-together, with students and staff, (location to be announced later)

* Many trams stop at or near the Spui: Tram 5 from VU Uilenstede, tram 14 either from Amsterdam West or East, trams 4, 9, 16, and 24 from Central Station

This is link to the Spui on Google Maps

** For the guided tour, please be at the following address at 10 AM latest! : Statue of ’t Lieverdje, at the Spui, in front of Athenaeum bookstore. The guide(s) will be carrying a white A3 folder with the name Amsterdam City Walks.